SENATE ACTION

The Senate did not meet. The Senate will meet on Tuesday, February 26, 2008 (QUORUM/Joint SESSION/Budget Message).

ASSEMBLY ACTION (QUORUM)

Bills Introduced:

A2085 Cohen,N  Health care claims-concerns pymt. REF AFI
A2086 Cohen,N  Health Claims Auth/Pymt Act-expand scope REF AFI
A2087 Cohen,N  Svc. contracts-concerns REF ACO
A2088 Cohen,N  Motorist insur. coverage-concern limits REF AFI
A2089 Barnes,P/McKeon,J+21  Kyleigh's Law-revise provision driv. lic. REF ATR
A2090 Cohen,N  Insurers, insolvent-liab of policyholder REF ATR
A2091 Conaway,H/Cohen,N  Health claims-concerns REF AFI
A2092 Vainieri Huttle,V  Steroid use among students-deters REF AED
A2093 Vainieri Huttle,V  Sch emp/bus driv-revise crim hist checks REF AED
A2094 Holzapfel,J/Wolfe,D  Realty transfer fee-clarifies law REF AAP
A2095 Coyle,D/Biondi,P  Prescription Drug Labeling Task Force REF AHE
A2096 Holzapfel,J/Wolfe,D  Overseas absentee ballots-concerns REF ASG
A2097 Malone,J/Wolfe,D  Sch. bd. emp.-NJEA convention REF AED
A2098 Cohen,N/Malone,J+1  Sire Stakes, horse breeding;$5M REF AAN
A2099 Cohen,N/Malone,J+1  Sire Stakes, horse breeding;$10M REF AAN
A2101 Holzapfel,J/Biondi,P  Co prosecutor-10 yr legal experience req REF AJU
A2102 Cohen,N  Leukemia, Lymphoma Society-vol. contrib. REF AHE
A2103 Karrow,M  Farmland preserv.-concerns REF AAN
A2104 Albano,N/Milam,M  FF-concerns transfer from PERS to PFRS REF ASG
A2105 Karrow,M/Munoz,E  Defibrillators, portable-bus. tax cred. REF AHE
A2106 Albano,N/Milam,M  Water usage certifications-concerns REF AAN
A2107 Gusciora,R/Burzichelli,J+5  Knowledge Initiative database prog.;$1M REF AAP
A2108 Gusciora,R  Minimum wage-raises to $7.40 REF ALA
A2109 Lampitt,P/Diegnan,P  Academic credits-concerns transfers REF AHI
A2110 Lampitt,P  Plastic bev. containers-proh. reuse REF AEN
A2111 Lampitt,P  Food, bev. containers-concerns recycling REF AEN
A2112 Lampitt,P  Bisphenol A-concerns cert. packaging REF ACO
A2113 Gusciora,R  Lic. prof. counselors-concerns REF ARP
A2114 Gusciora,R/Chiappone,A  Pesticide Use Reduction Recognition Act REF AEN
A2115 Gusciora,R  Mun court-clarify auth, suspend driv lic REF ATR
A2116 Gusciora,R  Destructive devices-revise definition REF ALP
A2117 Milam,M/Balbo,N  Farmland preserv.-concerns REF AAN
A2118 Karrow,M  Trucks, cert.-estab. speed limit REF ATR
A2119 Karrow,M  First Aid Council-concerns memb. REF AHS
A2120 Cohen,N  NJ Parentage Act-amends, suppl. REF AJU
A2121 Lampitt,P/Moriarty,P  Country of Origin Signage Act REF ACO
A2122 Cohen,N  Small bus. health benf.-income tax cred. REF AFI
A2123 Cohen,N  Physical therapy svcs. access-concerns REF AFI
A2124 Cohen,N  Bus. cert., health care benf.-tax cred. REF AFI
A2125 Johnson,G  Juror comp.-inncr. REF AJU
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

A2126 Munoz,E Non-motorized scooters-helmets, under 17  REF ALP
A2127 Munoz,E After-Sch. Prog. Comm.-estab.$25K  REF AED
A2128 Munoz,E Computer, High Tech. crimes-concerns  REF ALP
A2129 Wisniewski,J/Scaler,F Firefighters-mandates basic training  REF ALP
A2130 Munoz,E Bill of Rights-estab. lic. plate  REF ATR
A2131 Munoz,E Housing purch. grant prog.-cert mil memb  REF AMV
A2132 Munoz,E Leg.-proh. cert. emp.  REF ASG
A2133 Wisniewski,J/Scaler,F Firefighter training, St.-accredited  REF ALP
A2134 Wisniewski,J Driver distractions-concerns accidents  REF ALP
A2135 Wisniewski,J/Scaler,F Firefighters-concerns cert. training  REF ALP
A2136 Greenstein,L Athletic heart protectors, children-req.  REF AHE
A2137 Greenstein,L/DeAngelo,W Carjacking convictions-not expunged  REF AJU
A2138 Greenstein,L/DeAngelo,W Sexual assault of minor-mand. life term  REF AJU
A2139 Greenstein,L/DeAngelo,W Gov. annual budget message-concerns  REF AAP
A2140 Greenstein,L/DeAngelo,W Hist. sites;$90K  REF AEN
A2141 Greenstein,L/DeAngelo,W Kidnapping-elim. statute of limitations  REF AJU
A2143 Greenstein,L Sr. disab-fiscal victimization crime  REF AJU
A2144 Vainieri Huttle,V/Cruz-Perez,N+2 Black or blue henna tattoos, cert.-proh.  REF ACO
A2145 Casagrande,C Health care benf.-restricts cert. emp.  REF ASG
A2146 Watson Coleman,B Landscape architects-revise reg.  REF ARP
A2147 Burzichelli,J Ticket sales-concerns  REF ACO
A2148 Burzichelli,J/Greenstein,L Sex offender regis. records-concerns  REF AJU
A2149 Rooney,J Mv offenses-concerns  REF ATR
A2150 Rooney,J Parole decisions, interference-crime  REF AJU
A2151 Rooney,J Mil. retiree id-DMV accept as legal name  REF ALP
A2152 Rooney,J Referenda, loc. nonbinding-broaden scope  REF AHO
A2153 Rooney,J Diesel trucks, heavy duty-emission viol.  REF AHI
A2154 Rooney,J Emerg power generator-req assisted resid  REF AHE
A2155 Rooney,J Dry Cleaning Bus. Asst. Act  REF AEN
A2156 Rooney,J Prop., real or personal-makes cert. req.  REF AHO
A2157 Rooney,J Tax appeals-concerns  REF AHO
A2158 Rooney,J Co bd of taxation-employ outside counsel  REF AHO
A2159 Rooney,J Tax assessor, mun.-concerns  REF AHO
A2160 Rooney,J Tax maps, mun.-concerns  REF AHO
A2161 Rooney,J Util. easement-mun. assess, separate tax  REF AHO
A2162 Rooney,J Prop. tax appeals-limits filing  REF AHO
A2163 Rooney,J Prop. reassessment-co. bd. approve  REF AHO
A2164 Karrow,M/Chivukula,U Pub. util.-concerns reforestation plans  REF ATU
A2165 Karrow,M/Doherty,M Highlands Water Prot/Planning Act-revise  REF AEN
A2167 Rooney,J Assessment dist.-calculation of ratio  REF AHO
A2168 Rooney,J Tax assessment notices, cert.-concerns  REF AHO
A2169 Rooney,J Family Support Act-concerns reimb. costs  REF AHU
A2170 Rooney,J Prescription drug labels-concerns  REF AHE
A2171 Rooney,J Medicare Part B Premiums-concerns elig.  REF AHE
A2172 Rooney,J Dog bites-concerns reporting  REF AAN
A2173 Rooney,J Starvation of Persons w/ Disab Prev. Act  REF AHH
A2174 Rooney,J Rail Transit Vital Site Preserv. Fd;$30M  REF ATR
A2175 Rooney,J St. toll rds.-free passage, fed. holiday  REF ATR
A2176 Van Pelt,D/Rumpf,B Co. and Mun. Waste Reduction Act  REF AEN
A2177 Scalera,F/Scaber,G+2 Tobacco products-concerns use, under 19  REF AHE
A2178 Pou,N/Cohen,N Debts owed to courts, co., mun.-concern  REF AHO
A2179 Greenstein,L/Johnson,G+1 Cold War vets, disabled-prop. tax exemp.  REF AMV
A2180 Wisniewski,J Intermodal chassis parking-exempt tax  REF ABO
A2181 Greenstein,L Pub. bldgs, cert.-concerns accessibility  REF AHE
A2182 Greenstein,L Hotels, motels-annual inspection cycle  REF AHO
A2183 Schaer,G Nursing home resid.-religious diet req.  REF AHE
A2184 Rumpf,B/Van Pelt,D Sr. cit suppl stabilization aid-reestab.  REF AHE
A2185 Rumpf,B/Van Pelt,D Parking spaces-concerns snow removal  REF ATR
A2186 Rumpf,B/Van Pelt,D MV manuf. rebates-concerns sales tax  REF AAP
A2187 Van Pelt,D/Rumpf,B VetGroup, Inc.-income tax contrib.  REF AMV
A2188 Van Pelt,D/Rumpf,B Distinguished svc. medal-auth. lic plate  REF ATR
A2189 Rumpf,B/Van Pelt,D Sales receipts-concerns acct. numbers  REF ACO
A2190 Van Pelt,D/Rumpf,B Vet., cert. conflicts-prov. cert. benf.  REF AMV
A2191 Rumpf,B/Van Pelt,D Debit card info., cert.-proh. printing  REF ACO
A2192 Rumpf,B/Van Pelt,D Vol. firefighters-$5K income tax deduct.  REF ALP
A2193 Van Pelt,D/Rumpf,B Co/mun emp-concerns mil leave of absence  REF AMV
A2194 Handlin,A St. contract for legal svcs.-posting req  REF ASG
A2195 Moriarty,P/Love,S+8 Homestead prop. tax reimb-concerns elig.  REF AHO
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

A2196 Cohen,N Managed care plans-concerns   REF AFI
A2197 Cohen,N Contractors’ Regis. Act-concerns   REF ARP
A2198 Conaway,H/Lampitt,P Consumer Catastrophe Preparedness Act   REF AFI
A2199 Karrow,M/Merkt,R MV regis, unexpired portion-auth. refund   REF ATR
A2201 Karrow,M Pub. Adjusters’ Lic. Act-concerns   REF ARP
A2202 Karrow,M Highlands transfer delvol. prog.-concerns   REF AEN
A2203 McKeon,J Water resources & water qual.-concerns   REF AEN
A2204 Quigley,J/Conners,J+1 Ballots, cert.-concerns transmission   REF ASG
A2205 Karrow,M Vehicular homicide-concerns   REF ALP
A2206 Conaway,H Revised Uniform Anatomical Gift Act   REF AHE
A2207 Conaway,H/Conners,J Homestead prop. tax reimb-concerns elig.   REF AHE
A2208 Johnson,G+1 Animal cruelty-concerns   REF AAN
A2209 Albano,N/Milam,M Non-teaching staff-concerns arbitration   REF ALA
A2210 Wagner,C/Vainieri Hurtle,V Commercial mobile prov. contract-concern   REF ACO
A2211 Vainieri Hurtle,V Commercial mobile svc.-concerns   REF ACO
A2212 Polistina,V/Amodeo,J Sending/receiving sch. dist.-concerns   REF AED
A2213 Holzapfel,J/Wolfe,D TPAF-concerns cert. memb. reenrollment   REF ASG
A2214 Karrow,M/Fisher,D Farmland Preserv. Fd-income tax contrib.   REF AAP
A2215 Voss,J/SL Bd. of Med. Examiners-concerns memb.   REF AHE
A2216 Watson Coleman,B Motor fuel pumps-concerns dispensing   REF ACO
A2217 Biondi,P/Coyle,D Commercial veh, cert-proh portions Ri206   REF ATR
A2218 Moriarty,P/Love,S Criminal id theft-concerns   REF ALP
A2219 McHose,A/Karrow,M+1 Contraceptives, cert.-concerns insur.   REF AFI
A2220 Biondi,P/Bramnick,J Confidential info., unauth. use-offense   REF AJU
A2221 Biondi,P/Coyle,D Fingerprinting-concerns   REF AJU
A2222 Rible,D/Bramnick,J Lock picking tools-concerns   REF ALP
A2223 Rible,D/Bramnick,J Inmates-concerns health disclosure   REF ALP
A2224 Milam,M/DeCroce,A+13 Hist. preserv. proj.,$1.068M   REF AAN
A2225 Spencer,L Open space, park devel.,$54.917M   REF AAN
A2226 McKeon,J/Robey,+,2 Land-recreation & conserv. purpose,$8.4M   REF AAN
A2227 Karrow,M/Cryan,J Capt. bds., mun. wage threshold-parity   REF ALO
A2228 Karrow,M/DeCroce,A+22 Bond counsel legal fees-caps   REF ABU
A2229 Roberts,J/DeCroce,A Voting machines-concerns   REF AHE
A2230 Albano,N/Milam,M+1 Chloe and Samantha's Law   REF ACO
A2231 Cryan,J/Pou,N Organized Retail Theft Task Force-estab.   REF ALP
A2232 Cryan,J Hall of Fame project-concerns   REF ATG
A2233 Cryan,J Second Chance Council-estab.   REF ACE
A2234 Cryan,J St. law enforcement off.-drug test proc.   REF ALP
A2235 Cryan,J St. law enforcement off.-rights cert.   REF AHE
A2236 Cryan,J/Love,S Non-tax debt mgmt.-centralizes   REF AAP
A2237 Cryan,J Electric pub util.-concerns   REF ATU
A2238 Prieto,V/Roberts,J+2 Autism disorders-concerns coverage   REF AHE
A2239 Cryan,J Law enforcement off., co.-proh resid req   REF ALP
A2240 Cryan,J Corrections off-concern leave of absence   REF ALP
A2241 Cryan,J/Pou,N Inmates-req. to earn HS equivalency cert   REF ALP
A2242 Cryan,J/Pou,N Sheriff's sale of goods-req. notice   REF ALP
A2243 Cryan,J Arbitration procedures-concerns   REF ALP
A2244 Cryan,J Campaign contrib.-concerns   REF AHE
A2245 Cryan,J Children, legal representation-concerns   REF AJU
A2246 Cryan,J Birth certificate, cert.-concerns   REF AHO
A2247 Cryan,J/Love,S Adoptees-concerns   REF AHE
A2248 Moriarty,P/Love,S Wireless Telephone Consumer Prot. Act   REF ACO
A2249 Cryan,J Open Pub. Records Act-concerns avail.   REF AHO
A2250 Cryan,J Graduation req-concern review assessment   REF AED
A2251 Stender,L/Burzichelli,J Workers’ comp.-concerns horse racing emp   REF ATG
A2252 Burzichelli,J/Milam,M St govt shutdown-concerns essential emp   REF ATG
A2253 Giblin,T/Roberts,A Roe Hwy.-repeal desig.   REF ATR
A2254 Greenstein,L/Conaway,H Mandated health benf.-concerns   REF AHE
A2255 Voss,J/Prieto,V Autism-estab. advocate office   REF AHE
A2256 Schaer,G/Roberts,J+2 Autism Website-estab.   REF AHE
A2257 Wagner,C/Voss,J+1 Autism-create id card for use by persons   REF AHE
A2258 Voss,J/Schaer,G+1 Devel. disab.-concerns support svc.   REF AHE
A2259 Albano,N/Milam,M Non-teaching staff-concerns arbitration   REF ALA
A2260 Polistina,V/Amodeo,J Casinos-concerns operation   REF ATG
A2261 Merkt,R/Doherty,M Leg.-limits bills for final passage   REF AHE
A2262 Gusciora,R/Scannlon,D+10 Israel's independence anniv-congratulate   REF AHE
A2263 Karrow,M Prop tax deduct, FF-auth primary resid   REF AHE
A2264 McHose,A/Chiusano,G Hunting, fishing-preserve peoples’ right   REF AAN
ACR135 Polistina,V/Amodeo,J Casinos-concerns operation   REF ATG
ACR136 Merkt,R/Doherty,M Leg.-limits bills for final passage   REF AHE
ACR137 Gusciora,R Gun show purch.-req. background checks   REF AHE
ACR138 Casagranda,C/O'Scanlon,D+10 Israel's independence anniv-congratulate   REF AHE
ACR139 Karrow,M Prop tax deduct, FF-auth primary resid   REF AHE
ACR140 McHose,A/Chiusano,G Hunting, fishing-preserve peoples’ right   REF AAN
**Bills Introduced: (cont’d)**

ACR141  Karrow,M/DeCroce,A+24  St. asset sale, lease-voter approval  REF ABU
AJR76  Cohen,N/Cryan,J  Hispanic Heritage Mo.-desig. Oct.  REF ASG
AJR77  Albano,N/Milam,M  Saltwater Fisheries Task Force-estab.  REF AAN
AJR78  Casagrande,C/O'Scanlon,D+10  St. of Israel-commem. 60th anniv.  REF ASG
AJR79  Cohen,N/Schaer,G  Jewish Heritage Mo.-desig. April  REF ASG
AJR80  Conaway,H/Munoz,E  Eating Disorders Awareness Mo-desig Feb.  REF AHE
AR40  Jasey,M/Smith,L  Martin Luther King, NJ visit-40th anniv.  REF ASG
AR101  Gusciora,R  Firearm trace data-policie, full access  REF ALP
AR102  Munoz,E  Yom Hashoah-Day of Remembrance  REF ASG
AR103  Casagrande,C/O'Scanlon,D+10  St. of Israel-commem. 60th anniv.  REF ASG
AR104  Cryan,J  Tpk. Auth.-adjust cert. tolls  REF ATR
AR105  McKeon,J/Wagner,C+1  Autism spectrum disorder-student partner  REF AHE

**Bills Reported from Committee/Given 2nd Reading:**

A208 Aca (1R)  Johnson,G/Rible,D  Jr. Firemen's Auxiliaries-concerns  REP/ACA
A832  Chivukula,U/Schaer,G+5  Regulatory Flex Act-expands scope  REP
A927  Scalafer,F/Schaer,G  Constr. building permit activity-reporting  REP
A1001 Aca (1R)  Cruz-Perez,N/Vas,J+1  Shopping carts, impounding-reg.  REP/ACA
A1105 Aca (1R)  Cryan,J/Greenstein,L+1  Publication req-co, mun comply, Internet  REP/ACA
A1351  Prieto,V/Scalafer,F+6  Constr. code official tech. asst-concern  REP
A1359 Aca (1R)  Prieto,V/Biondi,P  Landscape Irrigation Contr. Cert.-revise  REP/ACA
A1408 Aca (ACS)  Fisher,D/Voss,J+2  Acupuncturists-revise statutes  REP/ACS
A1479  Burzichelli,J/Greenstein,L+6  Pub. contracts-concerns  REP
A1518/1430 Acs (ACS)  Rible,D/Angelini,M+1  Mun. courts-concerns  REP/ACS
A1563  Greenstein,L/Munoz,E+21  Stalking-concerns  REP
A1638  McKeon,J/Chivukula,U  Photovoltaic equip.-concern incentives  REP
A1766  Watson Coleman,B/Evans,E+1  Driv lic-concern suspension/postponement  REP
A1853 Acs (ACS)  Conaway,H/Greenstein,L  Long-Term Care Partnership Act-estab.  REP/ACS
A1942  Chivukula,U  Internatl. labor matching org.-concerns  REP
A1951  Cohen,N/Coyle,D  Homeowners insur. coverage-concerns dogs  REP
A2123  Cohen,N  Physical therapy svcs. access-concerns  REP
A2144/274 Acs (ACS)  Vainieri Huttle,V/Cruz-Perez,N+2  Black or blue henna tattoos, cert.-proh.  REP/ACS
A2146 Aca (1R)  Watson Coleman,B  Landscape architects-revise reg.  REP/ACA
A2251 Aca (1R)  Stender,L/Burzichelli,J  Workers' comp.-concerns horse racing emp  REP/ACA
A2255  Greenstein,L/Conaway,H  Mandated health benf.-concerns  REP
A2256  Voss,J/Prieto,V  Autism-estab. advocate office  REP
A2257  Schaer,G/Roberts,J+2  Autism Website-estab.  REP
A2258  Wagner,C/Voss,J+1  Autism-create id card for use by persons  REP
A2259  Voss,J/Schaer,G+1  Devel disab.-concerns support svcs.  REP
AR105  McKeon,J/Wagner,C+1  Autism spectrum disorder-student partner  REP

**Bills Reported Referred/AAP:**

A1571 Aca (1R)  Cohen,N/Roberts,J+19  Grace's Law-hearing aid coverage  REP/ACA REF AAP
A2238  Prieto,V/Roberts,J+2  Autism disorders-concerns coverage  REP REF AAP

**Bills Combined:**

A274  Vandervalk,C+1  Black henna tattoos-concerns  COMB/W A2144 (ACS)
A1430  Fisher,D/Burzichelli,J  Mun. courts-concerns  COMB/W A1518 (ACS)

**Bills Transferred:**

A344  Quigley,J/Pou,N+1  MV accident reports-concerns  FROM ATR TO ASG
A770  Conners,J/Scalafer,F+1  PFRS-concerns accidental death benf.  FROM ASG TO AMV
A1430  Fisher,D/Burzichelli,J  Mun. courts-concerns  FROM AJU TO AHO
A1518/1430 Acs (ACS)  Rible,D/Angelini,M+1  Mun. courts-concerns  FROM AJU TO AHO
A2083  McKeon,J  Hero Act-concerns organ donation  FROM AHU TO AHE

**Bills Withdrawn From The Files:**

A768  Conners,J/Johnson,G+12  Vet. benf.-broadens elig.  FROM AMV
A1613  McKeon,J/Gusciora,R+4  Recycling Enhancement Act  FROM AEN
A1639  McKeon,J/Vainieri Huttle,V  Coastal and Ocean Prot. Council-estab.  FROM AEN
Bills Withdrawn From The Files: (cont’d)

A1643    McKeon,J/Chivukula,U    Electric power net metering-concerns      FROM ATU
A1863    Conaway,H    Revised Uniform Anatomical Gift Act      FROM AHE

Co-Sponsors Added:

A160   (Webber,J)    Bond act pub. question-req. fiscal info.
A195   (Wagner,C) Vol. first aid-concerns contrib. limits
A212   (Lampitt,P) Crosswalks-concerns
A223   (Lampitt,P) Incarceration costs-cert. inmates pay
A233   (Lampitt,P) Codetermination of mlanzine petition
A260   (Wagner,C; Rooney,J; Stender,L; Doherty,M) Immunizations-concerns req.
A274   (Bramnick,J)    Black henna tattoos-concerns
A299   (Lampitt,P) Sexually oriented bus.-concerns
A335   (Lampitt,P) Firearms, assault-second degree crime
A351   (Wagner,C)    Elections, nonpartisan mun.-concerns
A378   (Lampitt,P)    Sexually oriented bus.-concerns
A505   (Lampitt,P)    Alco. bev. lic.-concerns
A529   (Jasey,M; Smith,L; Thompson,S; Coutinho,A) US Coast Guard-act. special lic. plate
A642   (Chiappone,A; Giblin,T) Najeel Green-Lewis Law-concern mv rental
A657   (Webber,J)    Emp., cert. situations-grant immunity
A669   (Webber,J) Embryonic stem cell research-concerns
A773   (Lampitt,P)    Rutgers, prog. for homeless vets;$50K
A781   (Angelini,M; Lampitt,P)    Alco. bev. purch.-cert. reg. req.
A802   (Albano,N)    Crim. records-automatic expungement
A805   (Albano,N)    Automated MV ID sys.-auth. use
A822   (Lampitt,P)    Veh., partial zero emissions-tax exemp.
A829   (Smith,L) Priv. well testing-concerns
A864   (Lampitt,P) Sex offenders, repeat-incr mand min term
A902   (Lampitt,P)    Consumer Electronics Warranty Lemon Law
A1126   (Webber,J) Federal income tax advantages-extends
A1179   (Wagner,C; Giblin,T) Driv. approaching emerg. veh.-conditions
A1241   (Rible,D) Driv. lic., provisional-viol, incr penal
A1285   (Webber,J)    Libraries, mun. free-concerns excess fds
A1292   (Lampitt,P) Vol fire/rescue squad memb-mortgage prog
A1414   (McKeon,J)    Humane treatment of animals-sch instruct
A1418   (Gusciora,R)    Guide dogs-underwriting guidelines
A1426   (Lampitt,P)    Wineries-produce cert distilled alco bev
A1563   (Bramnick,J)    Stalking-concerns
A1571   (Vas,J)    Grace's Law-hearing aid coverage
A1612/385/1781 Acs (ACS) (Lampitt,P; Addiego,D) Renewable energy sys.-exempt prop. tax
A1645   (Vandervalk,C) Loc Pub Contracts Law-redefines qualif.
A1656   (Webber,J)    Highlands Water Prot. Council-concerns
A1658   (Webber,J) Highlands preserv. area-concerns
A1690   (Dancer,R) MV passing horses-concerns operation
A1703   (Burzichelli,J; Fisher,D) Overcrowding-auth. addl. fines
A1823   (Lampitt,P)    Realty transfer fee-elim cert components
A2046   (Wagner,C)    S. Ct., Disabled Transp. Prog-concerns
A2077   (Wagner,C) Mental health coverage req.-revises
A2089   (Cryan,J; Wagner,C; Smith,L; Green,J; Vas,J; Chiappone,A; Johnson,G; Vainieri Huttle,V; Diegnan,P; Merkt,R; Casagranda,C; Giblin,T; O'Scanlon,D; Voss,J; Handlin,A; Chivukula,U; Ramos,R; Rumpf,B; Van Peit,D; Quigley,J; Oliver,S; Kyleigh's Law-revise provision driv. lic
A2107   (Giblin,T; Smith,L; Oliver,S; Coutinho,A; Diegnan,P) Homestead prop. tax reimp-concerns elig
A2230   (Diegnan,P)    Chloe and Samantha's Law
A2238   (Biondi,P) Autism disorders-concerns coverage
ACR54   (Chivukula,U; Wisniewski,J) St. Auditor-elim. office
ACR69   (Van Peit,D)    St. fiscal restraint-Statewide I & R
ACR17    (Webber,J) Bills, tax-3/5 majority vote in Leg.
ACR120   (Webber,J)    Marriage-union of one man & one woman

Co-Sponsors Withdrawn:

A873   (Greenstein,L) Family temp. disab. leave-prov. benf.
A862   (Lampitt,P) Driv. when lic. revoked-enhance penal.
Second Prime Sponsors Added:

A101   (Lampitt,P)   Become A Nurse-estab. lic. plates
A116   (Lampitt,P)   Surgical practices-concerns
A123   (Love,S)    Contraception, emerg.-pharmacies stock
A207   (Lampitt,P)   Nurse Educator Pilot Prog.-estab.
A208 Aca (1R)   (Rible,D)   Jr. Firemen's Auxiliaries-concerns
A224   (Lampitt,P)   Teacher cert applications-req & deadline
A230   (Cohen,N)    Health benf.-concerns nonrenewal
A258   (Lampitt,P)   Hosp. staff, id badges-req.
A262   (Lampitt,P)   Special ed. svcs.-estab. working group
A318   (Lampitt,P)   Rental autos-extend cert. insur coverage
A321   (Lampitt,P)   Photo id cards-req. for health prof.
A349   (Lampitt,P)   Sick leave-extends definition
A417   (Angelini,M)    Underage drinking-incr. penalties
A419   (Rible,D)    Provisional lic. holder-concerns
A424   (Lampitt,P)   Teacher cert applications-req & deadline
A458   (Lampitt,P)   Defibrillators-place in pub. sch complex
A481   (Lampitt,P)   DYFS emp.-alco., drug testing
A529 (Chiappone,A)   US Coast Guard-auth. special lic. plate
A531   (Lampitt,P)   Student support svcs.-concerns
A751 (Rodriguez,C) Vets' org. posts-rehab.$300K
A753   (Lampitt,P)   Nursing Student Support Prog.-estab.
A774   (Lampitt,P)   WWII Vet. Memor. Fd.-voluntary contrib.
A782   (Lampitt,P)   Mil. personnel storage fac.-tax exemp.
A826   (Cohen,N)    ATM operators-regulates fees
A854   (Lampitt,P)   Parole-concerns repeat offenders
A855   (Lampitt,P)   Driv. under influence-concerns
A860   (Lampitt,P)   Drunk driving-incr. surcharges
A880   (Millam,M) Reading Disab. Task Force-estab.
A982   (Lampitt,P)   Animal fighting-creates new offense
A1024   (Rodriguez,C)   Insurers, insolvent-liab of policyholder
A1185   (Lampitt,P)   Energy savings contracts-concerns
A1193   (Lampitt,P)   Breast-feeding-expand civil right prot.
A1243 (Lampitt,P)   MV insur. id, fraudulent-crime
A1303 (Wagner,C) Sch. bus safety-concerns standards
A1325 (Wagner,C) Food products, cert.-concerns labeling
A1359 Aca (1R)   (Biondi,P) Landscape Irrigation Contr. Cert.-revise
A1399 (Ramos,R) Hair pieces, cancer patients-insur cover
A1417 (Bramnick,J) Harboring, concealing sex offender-penal
A1433 (Bramnick,J) Dual health benf. coverage-concerns
A1444 (Bramnick,J) Pub. off. convicted of crime-concerns
A1528 (Rible,D)   Seasonal rentals resid. prop.-concerns
A1588 (Rodriguez,C)   MV points-concerns
A1601 (Rodriguez,C) Animal fighting-creates new offense
A1811 (Millam,M) Work First NJ recipient-complete cert ed
A1841 (Vainieri Huttle,V) Spam Deterrence Act
A1848 (Oliver,S)    DYFS caseworkers-prov. w/police asst.
A1853 Acs (ACS) (Greenstein,L) Long-Term Care Partnership Act-estab.
A1947 (Diegnan,P)     Ignition interlock device-clarifies use
A1951 (Coyle,D) Homeowners insur. coverage-concerns dogs
A1958 (Cruz-Perez,N) Anti-Phishing Act-estab.
A1984 (Bramnick,J) Refueling fac.-prov. map
A1986 (Bramnick,J) Govt. Functions and Svcs. Study Comm.
A2033 (Wagner,C) Alco., drug addiction-concerns recovery
A2046 (Giblin,T)    Sr. Cit., Disabled Transp. Prog-concerns
A2056 (Munoz,E) Diagnostic screening-health insur cover
A2070 (Millam,M) Green Building Tax Credit Act
A2079 (Bramnick,J) St. assets-voter approval to sell/lease

Second Prime Sponsors Withdrawn:

A2148   (Fisher,D)   Sex offender regis. records-concerns

Third Prime Sponsors Added:

A260   (Schae,G) Immunizations-concerns req.
A426   (Lampitt,P) Child passenger restraint sys.-concerns
A756   (Lampitt,P) Vet., low income-extend prop. tax benf.
Third Prime Sponsors Added: (cont’d)

A856   (Lampitt,P)    So. Jersey Vets’ Health Care Fac. Act
A862   (Lampitt,P)    Driv. when lic. revoked-enhance penal.
A873   (Greenstein,L)    Family temp. disb. leave-prov. benf.
A880   (Lampitt,P)    Reading Disab. Task Force-estab.
A1001 Ac (1R)   (Bramnick,J)    Shopping carts, impounding-reg.
A1325   (Lampitt,P)    Food products, cert.-concerns labeling
A1326   (Lampitt,P)    Plastic grocery bag-concerns recycling
A1395   (Lampitt,P)    Plastic Bag Recycling Act
A1404   (Lampitt,P)    Toxic Catastrophe Prev. Act-amends
A1419   (Greenstein,L)    Domestic restraining order-incl. animals
A1480   (Lampitt,P)    Pub off/emp convicted of crimes-concerns
A1511   (Lampitt,P)    Mill., receiving combat pay-tax exemp.
A1518/1430 Acs (ACS)   (Bramnick,J)    Mun. courts-concerns
A1558   (Lampitt,P)    Renewable energy sources-concerns
A2045   (Cohn,N)    Disab vet. prop. tax exemption-St reimb.
A2107   (Moriarty,P)    Knowledge Initiative database prog.;$1M
A2207   (Greenstein,L)    Homestead prop. tax reimb-concerns elig.
A2251   (Dancer,R)    Workers’ comp.-concerns horse racing emp

Fourth Prime Sponsors Added:

A260   (Cohn,N)    Immunizations-concerns req.
A377   (Cruz-Perez,N)    Police off., UMDNJ civil svc. status
A832   (Love,S)    Regulatory Flex Act-expands scope
A856   (Milam,M)    So. Jersey Vets’ Health Care Fac. Act
A915   (Lampitt,P)    Higher ed. instlt.-fire safety info.
A992   (Lampitt,P)    Toy Safety Act
A1001 Ac (1R)   (Moriarty,P)    Shopping carts, impounding-reg.
A2107   (Vas,J)  Knowledge Initiative database prog.;$1M
AJR76    (Cruz-Perez,N)   Hispanic Heritage Mo.-desig. Oct.

Fifth Prime Sponsors Added:

A260   (Diegenan,P)    Immunizations-concerns req.
A1001 Ac (1R)   (Vainieri Hurtle,V)    Shopping carts, impounding-reg.
A2107   (Cohn,N)  Knowledge Initiative database prog.;$1M

Sixth Prime Sponsors Added:

A260   (Bramnick,J)    Immunizations-concerns req.

Notes to the 02/07/08 Digest:

Assistant Republican Leader:

Assemblyman Scott T. Rumana (40).

Assistant Republican Whip:

Assemblywoman Dawn Marie Addiego (8).

The Assembly adjourned at 7:19 P.M. to meet again on Tuesday, February 26, 2008 (QUORUM/JOINT SESSION/Budget Message).

Bills Passed Both Houses/Sent To Governor:

None
Bills Signed Into Law Since Last Session (02/21/2008):

None